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Final Destination Libya - How Europe Is Closing Itself Off 

Thousands of people try to escape via Libya to Europe each year but many of them end up in 
Libyan prison camps where they often suffer torture and rape. Their fate is not only determined 
by Libyan authorities but also by European politics. EU is financing Libya in order to keep 
refugees off its vulnerable Mediterranean borders. 
Out of a total of 506 Million Euros financial aid 87 Million are dedicated to the Libyan 
coastguard who is constantly stopping refugee boats and bringing their passengers back to the 
unsafe civil war country where they face an uncertain future, among them many women and 
children. 
Reporter Sara Creta took the risk to travel to Libya. She managed to talk to inmates of Libyan 
camps and let them give their testimonies. “They rape girls und beat everyone. We want to 
leave. We want education, health and safe circumstances.” International Organisations like 
UNHCR fail more and more to get access to the refugee camps. “We cannot protect refugees in 
Libya at this stage”, admits UNHCR Special Envoyee Vincent Cochetel, who is in charge of the 
region. Human Rights Organisations criticise European authorities for supporting a so-called 
coastguard which is recruited of criminal gangs. They demand an immediate stop of this 
inhuman aid. Breath-taking scenes of Libyan prison camps, interviews with high ranking 
politicians like the Italian Minister of Interior and human rights experts give a deep and 
emotional insight: into the desperate fight of Europe to keep its countries clear of refugees and 
of refugees themselves fighting for a better future and for survival. 
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Endstation Libyen - Europa schottet sich ab	


